
 

Drake Hash House Harriers 

Grand Master: The Beast, Hare Razorz: Endo and HT2, Hash 

Cash: Pheregnome, Hash Tag: Good ‘n’ ‘Ard, Hash Haberdash: 

Rover 

drakeh3.co.uk 

Upcoming Runs: 
Date: 17/01/2022 
Hare        : Gullybull 
Location : Lee Moor (SX576 616) 
https://goo.gl/maps/t5Cx46F4eaeXdpfu8 
On Down: The Moorland Hotel 

 

Post Mortem - Run # 1933 

Hare: Justin Thyme and Wanksy 

Hashers: Bog Snaffler, Gully Bull, Crackle Snaffler, Goldfish, Pherognome, Loupy, Boot Basher, Wimpers, 

Dallas. Pub dwellers: Wimpout   

Venue   : Hembury Woods 

Brief summery of events: 

We set off eagerly in the wrong direction before being herded back on to the trail. Crackle deliberately 

splashed fellow hashers in the first muddy puddle she could find. They haven’t yet got their revenge, but 

they will. Pherognomes shoes finally got a proper coating of trail mud and apparently felt all the better for 

it. 

The trail continued with a little bit of down before an impossible amount of up. There were checks and 

many check backs, even a few optional freebie checkbacks. The sawdust continued with yet more up 

eventually reaching the RG with an interesting Wanksy piece. JT offered around his sweaty buttons and 

sour sweets before sending us off down a short hill before yet more up.  

The shorts decided to take a long cut for a bit of extra mileage. Perhaps the ice rink mud wasn’t enough of 

a challenge on its own. Eventually they found the OH and dug deep with the thought of beer and chips on 

their minds. 

On arrival at the Dartbridge Inn the hungry Hashers were greeted with the sad news that the kitchen had 

closed early. NO CHIPS! Somehow Wimpout had precured Wimpers a full plate of Lasagne and chips which 

he had to eat with an audience of circling Seagulls. 

Bog Snaffler made us all jealous with his tales of winter sunshine and we substituted crisps for chips.  

Apparently there have been 100 Hashes since the last visit to Hembury Woods, maybe that’s why I had no 

idea where I was all run.   
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On On  

Gullybull 


